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Abstract- Data mining is an extremely researched area in the
today’s world as data is critical part of many applications, due to
which many researchers express their interest in this domain. As
there arises a need to procedure large data set which imposes
dissimilar challenges for researchers. To have a data which is
free from a noisy attributes, known as a filtered data, is of much
importance to increase accuracy in a result set. For that, finding
&eliminate the noisy objects has gained a much more
importance. An object that does not follow the footprints of the
usual data object is called outliers. Outlier detection procedure is
used in various applications like fraud detection, intrusion
detection system, tracking environmental activities, healthcare
diagnosis this survey includes the existing outlier techniques and
applications where the noisy data exists. Our paper describes
critical review on various techniques used in different
applications of outlier detection that are to be researched further
& they gives a specific type of knowledge based data i.e. more
useful in research activities. So where the Anomalies is present
it will be detected through outlier detection techniques &
monitored accordingly particularly in educational Data Mining.
Keywords- Point Outliers, Contextual Outliers, Collective
Outliers, Intrusion Detection, Fraud Detection, Text data
Detection
I.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining is a process of extracting hidden and useful
information from the data and the knowledge discovered by data
mining is previously unknown, potentially useful, and valid and
of high quality. Finding outliers is an important task in data
mining.Outlier detection is currently an active and important
research problem facing by the many data mining researchers &
involved in number of applications. Due to time different nature
of the incoming data; declaring an outlier often can lead us to a
wrong conclusion. But However, earlier research done over a
mentioned problematic of outlier detection is more suitable for
static data sets where the whole dataset is readily available and
algorithms can operates over multiple passes. But, outlier
detection over dynamic data set is actual challenging task

because data is always updated and flowing. Finding outliers
from a collection of data is a very well-known problem in the
domain of data mining [1]. An object that does not follow the
footprints of the usual data object is called outliers. In other
words, outlier is a pattern which is not similar with respect to the
rest of the designs in the dataset. Dependending on the
application domain, outliers are of particular interest. Detecting
outliers may lead to the discovery of truly unexpected.

Fig. 1: Outlier detection
behavior and help avoid wrong conclusions etc. Which gives us
a filtered and cleared data to operate on. In particular, distancebased techniques use the distance function for relating each pair
of objects of the data set. Distance-based definitions represent an
useful tool for data analysis [2].
The main focus the outlier detection of Outlier in a Static
data set as well as in and continuously data stream which gives
us filtered data with which we can carry out experiments on
application consisting a huge data set .
II.
RELATED WORK
Rajendraet.al (2011). [3] author discussed a clustering based
technique to capture outliers. Here they, apply K-means
clustering algorithm to divide the data set into clusters. The
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points which are lying near the centroid of the cluster are
notlikely candidates for outlier & they can pruned out such
points from each cluster. Based on the outlier score obtained, we
declare the top n points with the highest score as outliers. The
experimental results using actual data set demonstrate that
smooth though the number of computations is less, the proposed
method performs better than the existing outlier detection
methods. PrashantChauhanet.al (2015) [4] Author discussed,
Various approaches used to achieve the mentioned goal, Some
of them use KMeans algorithm for outlier detection in data
streams which help to make a similar group or cluster of data
points. So they are so-called cluster based outlier detection.
Purpose of this paper is to review of different approaches of
outlier detection which is used for K-Means algorithm for
clustering dataset with some other m.Liu et al. (2004) [5] present
an outlier-resistant data filter-cleaner based on the earlier work
of Martin & Thomson (Martin & Thomson, 1982). The proposed
data filter-cleaner includes an on-line outlier-resistant estimate
of the process model and combines it with a modified Kalman
filter to detect & “clean” outliers. The future method does not
require an apriori knowledge of the process model. It detects and
replaces outliers on-line while preserving all extra information
in the data. The authors demonstrated that the planned filtercleaner is efficient in outlier detection and data cleaning for
auto-correlated and even non-stationary process data.
III.
TYPES OF OUTLIERS
A very important aspect of an outlier detection technique is
the nature of the desired outlier. Outlier Classification is
complete on the basis of their occurrence; general there are 3
types of outliers which are itemized as follows:
•
•
•
A.

Point Outliers
Contextual Outliers
Collective Outliers.
Point Outlier:
When a data instance is different from set of data then
instance is called as point outlier. It is the simplest form of
outlier & used in various researches. For example credit
card fraud Detection, the outlier can be detected through
respect to amount spent if expenditure is greater compared
to normal transactions then it is an outlier.
B. Contextual Outlier:
When a data instance is anomalous with respect to some
context (situation), then instance said to be Contextual
Outlier. Contextual outliers generally explored on time
series data. For example, in context of age a six feet adult
may be a normal person while 6 feet child is an outlier.
C. Collective Outlier:
When a group of related data is anomalous from rest of the
complete data set, then it is a collective Outlier. They can occur
only in data sets where data instances are related. Collective

outlier has been explored on graphical data, sequential data and
spatial data.
IV.
MAJOR CHALLENGES AND ISSUES IN OUTLIER
DETECTION
Stream data are produced from the different applications like
network traffic analysis, sensor network, internet traffic etc.,
which may contain attributes that are irrelevant called as noisy
attributes which causes challenges in stream data mining process
or it may be anomalistic behavior of the system. Outlier analysis
is useful in applications like fraud detection, plagiarism,
communication network management. For the data stream
mining process there are various issues based on the data
streams which comes from the single data stream or multiple
data streams. In case of single data stream issues involved are
discussed below[6].
A. Transient: Specific data point is important for specific
amount of time, after it is discarded or archived.
B. Notion of time: Timestamp attached with data which give
temporal context, based on that temporal context data point
is processed.
C. Notion of infinity: Data stream are produced indefinitely
from the source thus at particular time whole dataset is not
available so summary of data points are used.
D. Arrival rate: Data points arrives at the different rate, so
processing of data points can be completed before the next
data point arrives otherwise, it results in flooding.
E. Concept drift: Due to change in the environment,
distribution of data in data streams changes are introduced
in characteristics of data is called as concept drift.
F. Uncertainty: Due to external events data points may
become uncertain, factors affecting are uncertainty,
imprecision, vagueness, ambiguity etc.
G. Multi-dimensionality:
For
outlier
detection
in
multidimensional data similarity matrix should be used.
V.
OUTLIER DETECTION METHOD
Outlier detection is used in several domains of applications.
It can easily be used with data, image, & software. Basically
anomaly detection & misuse is used for removing the noisy data
& producing accurate data set. Various applications of outlier
detection are enumerated below:
1) Intrusion Detection:
Intrusion detection identifies all of the suspicious patterns
that may indicate a network or system attack from someone
attempting to break into or compromise a system.
Generally two approaches are used to detect computer
security intrusion system in real time: Misuse and Anomaly
detection. Misuse detection aims to detect recognized attacks
against computer system although anomaly detection uses
knowledge of users normal behavior to detect attempted attacks.
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Some outlier detection methods used in Intrusion Detection
assumed below in Table 1.

conflating with rule based information and a classification
results in better fraud detection[16].

Table 1: Intrusion Detection

3) Medical and public health outlier detection
The patient data is to be collected from the several features
of patient like blood test, height, weight, patient age. The several
methods of outlier detection is used in medical diagnoses which
helps to detect critical diseases at early stage for preventing it to
become a severe and lifetaking disease. Outlier detection plays a
major role in detecting various kinds of cancers. Some outlier
detection methods used in Medical & public health are
illustrated below in Table 3.

Name of technique
Neural Networks

Statistical Profiling
Using Histograms

Rule
Based
Systems
Parametric
Statistical Modeling
Non-Parametric
Statistical Modeling

Type of Intrusion
Network
based
intrusion, Process
based
intrusion,
Software
based
intrusion, Geodetic
Network
(ADALINE
algorithm)
Stack
and
Hostbased,
Host
based, Hostbased,
Networkbased,
Hostbased
and
Stack-based
Host and Network
based
System based

References
[7] - [8], [9]

Network based

[10] - [11]

Table 3: Medical and public health

[12]

Name of Technique
Parametric
Statistical Modeling
Bayesian Approach

[13]

Cluster based

[14]

Fuzzy Logic
TANAGRA (Data
mining tool)
Neural Network
k-Nearest Neighbor
Classifier

2) Fraud Detection:
Fraud detection is at alarming rate & hence becomes
aexcessive threaten for the institution and banks using a credit
card transactions Fraud is reported under crime activities that
contains banks, mobile phones fraud detection, commercial etc.
Outlier is mainly used to detect a noisy data that is being
presented in the original data. The various techniques are
applied to detect a fraud these are presented in table 2
enumerated below.

Novelty Detection

Rule-based
Clustering
Bayesian
Classification
decision tree

and

Type of Fraud
Credit
Card
Banking, financial
accounting
fraud
detection
Online
short
Detection

References
[15, 16, 17, 18]

Credit
Banking
Credit
Banking
Financial
accounting
detection

card

[20]

card

[21]

[19]

fraud

Software developed and implemented using neural network
on Mellons bank mainframe computers resulting in reduced
fraud consistently accurate and timeless of fraud detection [15].
The neural network requires high diagnostic quality, to
overcome this an algorithm developed that generalizes the
transaction data and obtain higher level of diagnostic rules then

References
[22]

MYELOMA
CANCER
Lympography
Breast cancer
Heart Diseases
Breast Cancer

[23]
and

Hypoglycemia
electroencephalogram
(EEG)

[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[24]

4) Image Detection
Images can be of any type main purpose of outlier detection
is to identify an abnormal behavior of the images. Each data
consist of the various features of the image that includes color,
brightness, image co-ordinates and texture. The techniques to
detect an outlier in images are illustrated in table 4

Table 2: Fraud Detection
Name of technique
Neural Network

Type of Disease
ECG

Table 4: Image Detection
Name of Technique
Regression
Clustering
Neural Networks
Mixture of Models
Classification
Support
Machines

Hidden
Model

Vector

Markov

Features of image
Wavelength
Hyperspectralimage
Sequential images
Mammogram
Spatiotemporal data
in image sequence
Multispectral and
hyperspectral
images
using
segmentation
General images

Reference
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]

[34]

5) Text data Detection
Noisy data is current in the pile of contents that is to be
detected through the outlier methods. The data can be spatial or
can be a temporal means spatial related to the geographical
conditions & temporal related to the time aspects. The actual
aim of outlier detection is to handle the noisy data that is
presented in the pile of text. Various methods for the detecting
anomalies in Text are enumerated in Table 5.
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Table 5: Text Data
MultiScale
Approach
Statistical
Approach
Clustering,
Kgeneration,
Thompson’s
Tau
method, maxflow
min-cut algorithm.
Local
Outlier
Factor

Spatial
and
Temporal Data
Multivariate
Data[56],
Text
data[39]
Multidimensional
Data

[35]

Synthetic and Real
time data

[39]

[36], [37]

[38]

D.

6) Sensor Networks
Now a days sensor networks are used in the many
applications of day to day life activities. A sensor network is a
combination of specialized transducers with ability of
communication which helps to monitor and record situations
like humidity, pressure, vibrations, intensity of sound, level of
pollution&concentration of chemicals etc. at different locations.
A sensor network is a communication system which intends to
record conditions & monitor at many locations. A sensor
network have multiple detection station called sensor node. Each
node is portable, less weighted and very minor in size. Basically
through the outlier detection methods faulty sensor networks are
detected so that communication level is to be increased.
Reliability in wireless sensor networks is artificial by the various
causes like atmosphere condition, using low quality sensors etc.
that leads to corrupted data generations by sensor containing
missing values. Specific outlier detection techniques used in
Sensor Net-works Table 6.
Table 6: Sensor Networks
Name of technique

Kinds of networks

References

Bayesian Networks

Wireless
networks
Wireless
networks

sensor

[40]

sensor

[41]

Rule-based
Nearest
Neighborhood
Based Techniques

Multisensor
network
Event
based, multisensor
network( car and
light sensor)

C.

[42, 43, 44]

VI.
OUTLIER TECHNIQUES
The outliers detection techniques debated in this study are:
A. Statistical: Statistical techniques fit a statistical model,
usually for normal behavior, to the given data and then a
statistical inference test is applied to determine if an unseen
instance belongs to the model or not. Instances that have a
low probability to be generated from the learnt model, based
on the applied test statistic, are declared as outliers [45].
B. Clustering: Is used to group similar data into clusters. Even
though clustering & outliers detections appear to be

E.

F.

basically altered from each other, some clustering based
outlier detection techniques have been developed.
Classification: This technique is used to learn a model from
a set of labeled data instances and, then, classify a test
instance into one of the classes using the learned model.
Classification based anomaly detection techniques operate
in a similar two-phase: the training phase learns a classifier
using the available labeled training data and the testing
phase classifies a test instance as normal or anomalous
using the classifier [45].
Nearest Neighbor: Require a distance or similarity measure
defined between two data instances, that can be computed in
different ways [45]. Techniques based on this method can
be broadly grouped into 2 categories: techniques that use
the distance of a data instance to its nearest neighbor as the
anomaly score and techniques that compute the relative
density of each data instance to compute its anomaly score.
Mixture Models: Mixture models comprise a finite or
infinite number of components, possibly of different
distributional types, that can describe different features of
data [46]. In statistics, a mixture model is a probabilistic
model for density estimation using a mixture distribution. A
combination model can be regarded as a type of unverified
learning or clustering.
Spectral: Try to find an approximation of the data using a
combination of attributes that capture the bulk of variability
in the data [45]. This technique defines subspaces in which
the anomalous instances can be easily identified.

VII.
CONCLUSION
We conclude that critical analysis on applications of outlier
detection will help in further research approaches. Outlier
information is very useful when data is compared with the
original data. The above critical review will help in the further
research. Outlier detection methods give a simple & concrete
output for the given data. . It has been a great work for those
who want to start the research on outlier detection and its
domain. The entire work consists different phases and lots of
theoretical concepts regarding the Anomalies. In this paper
includes the existing outlier techniques and applications where
the noisy data exists and also describes critical review on
various techniques used in different applications of outlier
detection that are to be researched further & they gives a specific
type of knowledge based data i.e. more useful in research
activities.
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